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GINERI has developed a range of software products and
modules for our clients:
 Fondamento Application Modules
 Allargato Quick Quotation (QQ)
 Simple Quote (SQ).

 The License fee includes:
	 •	Creation	of	extruder’s	/	windows	designer’s	tailor		
	 			made	database	(profiles,	glasses	types	accessories)	
	 •	An	annual	support	-
	 Minimun	of	2	product	updates	a	year.

All GINERI software products for doors and windows are
compatible	with:	Windows	98,	Millenium,	NT	4,		2000,
Windows	XP,	Windows	Vista,	Windows	7-10.	

GINERI	is	state-of-the-art	software	dedicated	to	professional	
windows and doors manufacturers.

This	platforms	allows	manufacturing	products	made	from	PVC,	
aluminum,	steel	and	wooden	profiles,	as	well	as	various	types	
of glass and accessories.
These	products	are	designed	for	window	and	door	extruders,	
window designers and various sales platforms.

GINERI	software	is	a	user	friendly	software.	
The	user	interface	is	easy	to	learn	and	simple	to	use.

At	GINERI	we	provide	customized	products	meets	client’s	
requirements.
Every	Gineri	version	is		tailor-made	for	each	and	every	client.
Our	software	allows	adding	new	features	that	will	automatically	
be integrated into the software.

In	order	to	learn	more	about	GINERI’s	features	and	user-inter-
face	you	are	invited	to	visit	our	website:	www.gineri.com

A GINERI live presentation will be available upon request via 
desktop sharing softwares.

For	any	inqueries,	please	contact	us:	office@gineri.com

Product Overview
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Printing  
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Quotation   Printing

You can add Free text
1. On the top
2. In every single pattern
3. At the bottom

Print, save to PDF or send via email to 
your clients.
Shows details about every product.
Includes contractual details or payment 
information at the end or beginning of 
each printout
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Cut List Standard

You can filter what 
will be printed.
For example:
Accessories: YES/NO
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Angle Cut list

Gineri defines
the angle degrees

A Builder screen
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Arc Cut list

Radius and 
arched length 
is shown for  
arched profiles 
and glasses on
cut list

Measures in
Glazier format

Image of type
in Builder
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List of cut 1 Single profile printing

1. Grouped from
the project by the
type of the profile

Gineri has 2 types
of cutting lists:

2. All the profiles  
participate in a
pattern (single type).
(Page 8)
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Materials Order Printing

Export 
to Excel

You can 
choose 
separate items
for printing

Print an overall 
material order 
Or only
from selected
suppliers
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Calculation Project costs Printing

Accurately calculate every expense 
into your project. Maneuver the 
cost to secure your profit
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Production Calculation Not scientific

Beside % and
fixed pricing,
you also have
the option to
calculate the
production cost
using:

2. production 
hours
SQM range

1. Percent

3. Work steps
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Material List Overall materials in project / Type

Allows the
inventory
manager
to use the
existing
material
before
ordering

Allows the
cost accountant
to check if any
items are missing
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Windows List Printing

Send a windows list 
to get confirmation
of the client or 
architect, for the 
project
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Labels Printing

You can choose 
what to print 
from a list of 
details

You can arrange
the order of the
information inside 
the label
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Blueprint 
Printing measurements data for assembling department

Allows assembler to find
the measurements of the
handle height, the specific 
location of the transom etc.
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Actions on
project
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Project Mask

Project mask allows you to
freeze, replace pattern position,
go to any printings, etc.

Type name

CC Client codePC Pattern code

Quantity
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Managing Optimization

Select the 
profile for
optimization

Select the 
bar length 
to optimaze

These are the measures 
for participating in this 
profile optimization

This is the selected
profile length to order
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Printing Optimization

Printing optimization 
shows exactly how 
much waste is left 
on each bar

Total waste
of all cuts
of this profile

waste for
this profile
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Shop Drawing overview

After Gineri generates 
the Shop Drawing, it will 
convert it to AutoCAD 
file with one click

All profiles sketches 
are uploaded as
DXF / DWG
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Shop Drawing printing

Here you can insert
all the data for the
architect / engineer

You have a variety of printing-options using Shop Drawing

In order to avoid mistakes, use this 
Shop Drawing printing.
This is the final and recommended 
format to be confirmed by:
architect / engineer / client
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U-Value

U-value calculates
differently for each
climatic zone

Here you can insert the 
values of the UV and the 
floor that this window is 
installed upon

And here you
can see the results 
by Gineri calculated
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Builder 
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Builder / Type Measuring Pick Point

You can measure
the size of every field 
from various points

Choose a specific letter
(A-F) to calculate the
requested measurement

Gineri offers
various profile
functions to be 
similar to your
existing profile
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Builder Direction of Asymmetric Transom

This function allows
you to change the way 
transom works

And also where the 
transom will stop.
Cutting through the 
frame, and V break-in
are possible as well

The user can choose
the direction of the
asymetric transom
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Builder Adding type

When you add the type, 
Gineri offers you 3 options:
1. To use 2 frames
2. To replace frames with
    transom
3. To use 2 frames with
    transom

Choose a specific side.
Then, choose whether to 
start from the top or rather 
from the middle etc.
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Local Glaze
Definition- glass thickness, glazing beads type, gasket thickness

Change the gap between 
the glass and the profile 
and the corner type for
the glazing beads, either 
on a specific side or on 
all sides

Here you can choose the 
thickness of the glass.
You can choose glazing 
beads for each side
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Click on “glass.”
Choose glass’s thickness 
Choose glass’s color from 
the sub-table

Glass & gasket Choose your glass and gasket

Gineri offers all
gaskets options
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Choosing a Glazing System

Gineri can
handle various
glazing system
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You can activate
each corner seperatly 
or all corners at once

Changing Corner in Type

Choose the 
Change Corner 
command

The corner option relates
to each frame seperatly.
For example: you can
choose corner #3 450

 for the frame and for 
the glazing beads or
to all frames type of
this window 

The corner that
you select will
be colored in red
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In every cell
the correct
measurement
will be inserted

Handle Image Selector & 
Hardware Map for Tilt & Turn
Handle Image
Library – shows
various choices

Defining the
exact location
on the profile

Hardware Map for Tilt & Turn

All of the hardware from 
any specific provider will 
accept its own definitions 
for every single
accessory.
In the Cut List the
measurement of the 
transferator will be
calculated automatically
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Inertia Size Limitation 1

When the inertia limits 
are exceeded, the profile 
will be colored in red

In the profile mask
the user will define 
the X\Y Inertia value

For each project
the user will
define the wind 
pressure value

Profile mask
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Size Limitation Size Limitation 2

When there is no
inertia data to limit the 
size of the type, use 
the following function

In this table,
the user defines
the size
limitation

If the user chooses 
mesurement out of 
these limits, this 
warning will pop-up

Click the size 
limit icon
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Profile Mask
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Numbers of Rails & Overlap

Set the
number of 
rail tracks

In order to work with 
any rail type of pocket, 
sliding "pockets" and 
types of mosquito net

4 different
options

Users can select
1 out of 4 options 
for each side
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Filler Profiles Sliding 1

Schine - Can be
placed in all 4 
sides

Bachio - On the
side frame only

Lag - Covers the
single rail line
Can be placed
in all 4 sides

Muzzle - Covers
bottom and top
rails only and in
staggered steps

Mezzo - Fits
between 2
rails and can
be placed
in all 4 sides

Ombrelo - Covers 
the outside rail 
can be placed
in all 4 sides
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Block Profile Horizontal / Vertical

This is a block profile

Defined by 
the block

Horizontal / Vertical
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In the Optimization
the User can calculate
each item separately

You can choose
different colors
of the Inside and 
Outside

Thermal Break Profile
Different colors

Choose Internal Color

Choose External Color

Color & 
mesure 
mask
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Types of
windows
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Pocket Selecting pocket type  

Creation of any
single or double 
pocket is an
easy task
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Advanced Pocket Option

Shows how much 
will appear
on the sash
when it is driven
inside the pocket

Bottom rail - where connection 
line between the 2 pieces will
be placed

Various options are
available for each specific 
window function

Calculation of the
minimum measure for
cutting the top rail
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Rolling Shutter (rosh)

Choose and
define the rosh

Rosh project mask

Here you can insert 
width, height and 
quantity - rapidly

Define specific
internal box

Choose the type
of the top box
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Rosh optimization for Palpebra

Length to be cut is 1567mm Waste is 77mmThe edge size of the 
palpebra is 148mm

where the cutter starts
to cut the palpebra

Closed palpebra

Small cut palpebra

Big cut palpebra

palpebra
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Adding Mosquito Net to Type
Defining the location

Fixed mosquito net
can be added to
any opening type

The position of the 
mosquito frame
can be set in all sides
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Folding Doors Managing each single detail

Folding doors with and
without coupling profiles
up to 20 sashes
can be built with Gineri

Folding doors
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Double Hung

Excel file for
choosing the spirex 
will be imported
to Gineri.

Double hung types 
come with automatic 
spirex selection

Double Hung
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Curtain Wall 
Column Row / Number of fields / Standard or Structural glazing

Standard and Structural
curtain wall systems have 
their own assembled options

Define the
number of fields

Add special profile
at the edges

A curtain wall
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Curtain Wall Advanced Definitions

The measurements
between the floors
can be different
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General
Function
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Price List 1
Establishing a matrix table for prices

In this screen you will
insert the measurements,
colors, glass type etc.

The result will 
show the prices for 
every size of the 
dimension range
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Price List 2
Important information for creating the Price List

With profit range 
group, you can
use different
profit values
depending on
the project costs

Using a glass range 
group, Gineri can
select different glass 
combinations to use
for different sizes
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Price List 3 Printing

Using this tool a sales manager 
can establish a catalog of prices 
for all products.
The catalog can simply be
updated to adjust market
changes or to include supplier 
price changes
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Inventory Management 1 Main screen

With Total Sum, you
receive a summary
of all of the items in 
the inventory

Inventory management
will help you manage
the available and
ordered materials

In this case, we
have 50888.24 Euro
in inventory
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Inventory Management 2
Material Order and Income note

When the material 
arrives to factory
or when you
send out material
for a project,
the invertory will 
be updated after
validation of the
material list

You can order the material
used for projects or create
a customized order to
your supplier

You can insert
or modify any
inventory
information
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Inventory Management 3
Initially inserting profiles into inventory and item history

Item history shows when and why 
the quantity in stock changed

All details about the
profile and its location 
i.e. - shelf code, row code 
in the warehouse, color, 
quantity etc.
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Gineri Banner Extruder advertising

Extruders can create and save their own
advertisement images on their server and
their clients will see these images as a
slideshow on their version of Gineri

The banner is a useful tool
for advertising new products
for agents / dealers

Banner examples
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Gineri Map

Gineri

Archives

Accessory

Material Order

Project

Standard Type

Profile

Cut List

Glass

Quotation
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QQ
Quick Quotation
GINERI QQ - Quick Quotation enables users to create 
professional	quotations	quickly	and	accurately.

While	meeting	with	clients,	dealers	and	sales	agents,	
they	will	form	a	tailor-made	price	quotation	using	
GINERI	QQ’s	a	highly	flexible	and	fast	tool.

The sales representatives presents available products 
to	clients,	in	order	to	create	the	windows	/	doors
relevant	for	their	projects	end-users	requirements.

Gineri QQ tool	also	allows	significant	changes	within	
the price quotation (i.e. selecting another series).
That	is,	the	QQ	tool	automatically	updates	and	adapts	
the	new	series	in	terms	of	series	type	as	well	as	its	
pricing	system,	within	only	several	minutes.

Needless	to	mention,	these	are	major	advantages	
that	serve	as	added-values	to	the	benefit	of	the	sales	
professionals,	That	is	providing	real-time	quotation	to	
the clients.

A	professional,	easy	to	adjust	and	flexible	print	out	
can be created.
These print outs can be customized for each 
quotation and client.
It can include various informtion:
client’s	address	and	financial	information,	their	logo,	
part	or	all	details	as	per	their	order,	including	the	final	
pricing and discounts.

GINERI QQ has a unique and personalized database 
for	each	and	every	user.

This database includes	the	windows	and	doors	data,	
as well as glass and accessories within the program.
This database can be updated so that will include new 
additional products and accessories.
All details can be obtained from our technical
department,	available	to	support	you	and	your
business.

Calculation
Project calculations can include user costs 
(production,	packaging,	transportation,	installation,	
etc.)	agent	commission	fees,	client	discounts	and	
taxes,	as	well	as	user	profit	parameters.	
Individual	pattern	pricing	calculations,	of	types	within	
a	project,	can	include	selecting	optional	accessories,	
hardware,	profiles	and	glasses.

Division
Options	for	inserting	standard	transoms,	
mullions and grilles (fake transoms) into 
all	window	and	door	types.

Editorum
Options	for	pattern	personalization,	at	any	time,	
including:	profile	color	change,	glass	composition	
change,	pattern	text	for	individual	items	–	All	available	
on QQ Wizard.

Network
Several GINERI licenses can be connected within a 
local network with access to a common GINERI 
database.

Export
Projects	or	types	can	be	exported	from	an	individual	
QQ user to QQ network.

A professional software tool for window & door dealers and sales agents
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QQ printing quotation

Including all
the necessary
information
for your client

Print Editor
Enables the users
to customize their
printing options
for every quotation.

Option to add free 
text in the beginning 
and the end of the 
quotation printing

Send by e-mail
Quotations can
be sent directly 
from QQ to email
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QQ type builder

Window and Door types
Fixed, opening (single & double), tilt & turn (single and 
double), door (single & double), sliding (with fix, slide or 
tilt & slide sash panels), pocket (single & double, up to
18 different track and sash panel combinations),
mosquito net (fixed), persiana (up to 6 different track and 
sash panel combinations), double hung, rolling shutter, 
folding door (up to 20 sash panels), as well as various 
complex type combinations

Here you build quick and
simple type, using a price
method:
1. Using excel matrix
2. Using price sqr meter
3. Price per sqr meter
    range group

Price range group
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QQ project overview

Wizard -
Quetstions and answers 
regarding this type

Insert: Width, height, Qt. type, glass and skip
to next line to insert the next window’s data

Editorium mask

Calculation -
Here the QQ will show
you all the small details
included in the final
price for this window
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QQ importing from Excel and adding free type

Imported from Excel

Use your own image
for special types
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Desktop

Head	office:	office@gineri.com
www.gineri.com


